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• Maturing of OCP
• Future of OCP
• What else?
The Maturing of OCP

Community Development, Collaboration, Contribution Growth

Focus on Adoption, Growth of Marketplace and Marketplace SKU's

Focus on broader industry adoption, Ease of consumption and growth of Integrated solutions
The Future of OCP

Accelerate Technology Introduction
Increase focus on technology needs/gaps forecasting,
Technology acceleration through joint development,
Seamless transition from development through contribution

Enable Robust Supply of Complete Product Portfolio
Focus on offering gaps to enable complete product portfolio,
Robust ecosystem of supply and support services

Make Consumption and Use Easy
Development of SW ecosystem,
Integrated solution roadmap,
Growth of complete integrated solutions,
Robust global support/service ecosystem
What Else?

- Increased work with ecosystem
  - Channel support
  - Global services
- Increased work with partner organizations
  - Telecom Infra Project (TIP)
  - Open Networking Foundation (ONF)
  - Others
- Continued development of our brand and trademarks
Open. Together.